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that some aspects of contemporary feminist fiction (notwith- 
standing the above passage) share with Native American con- 
cepts of the relationship of self to community. This is not a mod- 
ernist or postmodernist tale of alienation or fragmentation of the 
protagonist’s identity. Though Nesuya uses her basketmaking to 
withdraw from social interaction for a time, it is Willeno who is 
the truly alienated figure. One can speculate that the story could 
generate far more frisson if at least part of it were told from 
Willeno’s point of view. When she leaves her husband for sever- 
al weeks, returning with the explanation that she was on a vision 
quest, the village responds with courteously silent disbelief, 
though she is accepted back into the community. The reader 
learns no more about this formerly despicable person who some- 
how, with little more than the mere acquiescence of the heroine, 
manages to mature somewhat by the end of the story. 

Nevertheless, Nesuya’s story-a young girl of good intentions 
beset by seemingly insurmountable family tension and persecu- 
tion-is a good vehicle for the sort of reader response that 
involves identification and comparison of one’s own problems 
and experience with those of the characters. This is the sort of fic- 
tion that is most clearly of value in the eye of the utilitarian edu- 
cator as compared to suspenseful thrillers, mysteries, and horror 
tales. As a teaching tool, it offers opportunities for articulation and 
discussion of family and peer problems, precontact life and spiri- 
tual belief among Northern California tribes, and the effects of 
invasion and conquest. It lacks horror and suspense (though it 
does include a brief recapitulation of a traditional tale about a can- 
nibalistic head rolling through a village), but most children-ven 
boys-will probably find it entertaining. 

Sandra K.  Baringer 
University of California, Riverside 

Ocean Power. By Ofelia Zepeda. Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 1995.90 pages. $19.95 cloth; $9.95 paper. 

Ocean Power is Ofelia Zepeda’s first book of poetry. Zepeda, a 
Tohono O’Odham (formerly known as Papago), is a professor, 
poet, mother, and linguist whose work in this collection centers 
on the theme of rain and its varied components in her Sonoran 
desert homeland of southern Arizona and northern Mexico. In 
this homeland where summer temperatures can rise mercilous- 
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ly, the women plan the domestic work around the heat and move- 
ment of the sun. The desert is brutally hot in the summer, yet awe- 
somely beautiful in the spring. Ocean Power speaks of the Tohono 
O'Odhams' intimate relationship with the landscape, a relation- 
ship thousands of years old. They listen to the land and know its 
demands. They are equally alert to the movements of rain clouds 
in a place of little rainfall, welcoming and celebrating it. Rain 
demands its own attention from the people and the earth. The 
attention paid to watching the sky for rain clouds and the accom- 
panying wind yields myriad expressions for rain in the OOdham 
language, which is Zepeda's first language, and which she uses to 
express the poetry of rain in some of her bilingual poems. 

The opening poem, "Pulling Down the Clouds," sets the tone 
for the poems and stories that follow. The image of women 
pulling rain from clouds effectively frames the poem. Zepeda 
begins with a line in O'Odham, then juxtaposes a line in English 
followed by O'Odham, and continues this pattern throughout 
the six-line stanza to create parallel unity: 

With my harvesting stick I will hook the clouds. 
With my harvesting stick I will pull down the clouds. 
With my harvesting stick I will stir the clouds. (p. 9) 

Such lines establish how rain is associated with the ritual restora- 
tion and renewal of the people and the land. The Tohono O'Odham 
experience the various manifestations of rain through poetic eyes. 
The dreamer dreams of rain and is comforted by the amma of 
approaching rain clouds. The dreamer remembers the mythic sto- 
ries of female alignment with fertility and creativity. She writes, 
"To the women, my mother, my grandmother, there was beauty in 
all these events, the events of a summer rain, the things that pre- 
ceded the rain and the events afterward. They laughed with joy at 
all of it" (p. 3). Zepeda's bilingual poems give greater expression to 
the knowledge and wisdom of tribal people living in balance with 
the rhythm of the earth's cycles and celebration of those cycles. 

Another strength of this collection is how Zepeda uses her 
first language to express the spiritual qualities of rain. Fluent 
Native writers have often voiced that the English language is 
insufficient to express the profound intimate and spiritual rela- 
tionships with the natural world. Though translations from 
Native languages into English are problematic, Zepeda partially 
resolves this dilemma by opening "O'Odham Dances" in 
O'Odham then transitions into English. The poem's urgent tone 
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illustrates that the ritual evoking of clouds is fundamentally 
necessary to bring forth rain to enable restoration to occur. Other 
O’Odham expressions of clouds ” that just ruined themselves” 
and clouds that ”just lied to use” show the personal and direct 
relationship the Tohono O’Odham have with rain. 

“Kots,” written entirely in O’Odham, offers no English trans- 
lation; however, the integrity of Zepeda’s creative inspiration 
and the O’Odham language are sustained. ”For the pieces that 
appear only in O’Odham, the English versions never occurred, 
so no versions of them exist in that language,” Zepeda explains 
(p. 4). Though the non-Tohono O’Odham audience may find 
some of Zepeda’s poems inaccessible, nevertheless it is encour- 
aging and vital for Native writers such as Zepeda to write in 
their original language despite earlier colonialist attempts to 
eradicate Native languages and cultures. Such efforts help to 
keep Native languages and literatures alive and functional. 

Other poems in this collection speak of contemporary, mun- 
dane events told from a female perspective: tortillas, “waila 
music,” hair and hairpins, and listening to a retrospective of Bob 
Dylan songs. ”Deer Dance Exhibition” is humorous, ironic, and 
subtly sarcastic. ”Lard for Moisturizer” humorously points out 
the epidermic sacrifice made to the harsh desert climate. “Bury 
Me with a Band” treats the inevitable demise of the speaker’s 
mother with humor and honor when she writes: 

I 

My mother used to say, 
“Bury me with a band,” 
and I’d say, “I don’t think the grave will be big enough.” 
Instead, we buried her with creosote bushes, 
and a few worldly belongings. 
The creosote is for brushing her footprints away as she 

It is for keeping the earth away from her sacred remains. 
It is for leaving the smell of the desert with her, 
to remind her of home one last time. (p. 40) 

leaves. 

The success of this poem relies on a tone that is neither sentimen- 
tal nor melancholy; it relies on the image of the creosote bushes. 

The poems in this collection are community-centered and are 
generated from the oral tradition of the Tohono O’Odham 
people. They are, therefore, rooted in tribal storytelling aesthet- 
ics. Though Zepeda skillfully builds story in her longer prose 
poems, the momentum is broken in “The Man Who Drowned in 
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the Irrigation Ditch.” It is introduced through the viewpoint of a 
wife who fears that her aging husband’s carelessness might have 
fatal results. The next two stanzas digress into a description of 
the fields and into historical background. One might suggest 
that this digression is didactic; however, it may also signal that 
Native storytelling is a cumulation of related stories and infor- 
mation necessary to the movement of the story. As oral litera- 
ture, it demands the reader’s participation. This vicarious par- 
ticipation is intensified when the community springs into action 
after receiving word of a drowning. However, the story‘s 
momentum is interrupted to explain why women carry a towel 
and later when the speaker remembers the purchase of a hoe. 
These incidental stories appear to undercut the serious tone of 
the drowning given the penultimate line, “With a single vocal 
act they release from their depths a hard, deep, mournful wail’’ 
(p. 33). Despite this exception, these remembered stories are 
replete with the rich texture of a Native woman’s sensibility. 

In Ocean Power Zepeda metaphorically hooks rain clouds 
expectant with stories of family, community, and water in her 
desert homeland. With her ”harvesting stick” she pulls and stirs 
the stories that are neither simple nor explanatory. Here are sto- 
ries that celebrate the Tohono O’Odham people’s resilient spirit. 
Ocean Power reflects a Native writer’s voice whose experience 
calls the reader’s attention to a fuller appreciation of the poetry 
of rain as well as its malevolent potential in the Sonoran desert. 
Zepeda calls your attention to the humorous, the temporal, and 
the personal. She inspires you to see the desert, clouds, and rain 
in a more imaginative way. 

The poems in Ocean Power offer an insight into the Tohono 
O’Odham people’s language and spiritual connection to clouds, 
wind, and earth cycles. These are poems and stories about a 
desert people whose songs, dances, and stories support them in 
a rapidly changing world. Zepeda also provides an afterword 
for further study of the Tohono O’Odham history, language, and 
culture. Her work makes a significant contribution to the grow- 
ing body of rich literature by Native writers. Students of Native 
American literature, women’s studies, and language and cultur- 
al studies would find this book beneficial. Ocean Power is a won- 
derful treat. This reviewer looks forward to forthcoming work 
by this poet and storyteller. 

Laura Tohe 
Arizona Sfafe University 




